submitted a definition for education and suggested that the syllabus making,
study material preparation and the teachers’ training etc. should be restructured
to fulfil the objectives mentioned in the definition, under the caption “total
revamp of the education”, along with two other proposals. Anybody can visit his
website www.jacobnettikkadan.com/.org OR www.xavierinstitute.com/.org and
download or read the three items of his proposal submitted to the Hon. Prime
Minister Mr. Narendra Modi on 4th April, 2014.
Our Director Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan has been doing private research for the past
54 years without any external help and has invented a totally new item called
“Language Teaching Technology” besides six other inventions. The shocking
results
from
his
research
are
available
on
his
website
www.jacobnettikkadan.com /.org or www.xavierinstitute.com /.org under
the heading “Ten items of Jacob Nettikkadan’s contributions’’. If one reads those
10 items and conceives the contents without confusion, doubt or
misunderstandings, one can be satisfied to be a ‘world ranking philologist’
especially item No.8: “Uni Lingua (Learn Uni Lingua instantly)” - a world language
which has been appreciated as the “eighth wonder in the world”, because that
item contains philosophy of philology mixed with “science”, which ordinary
experts or scholars cannot conceive. This was the outcome out of Mr. Jacob
Nettikkadan’s pursuit to invent a “Linguistic Yardstick” to measure the
unnecessary complexities in languages, making them more or most difficult to
learn and practise for non-natives of the language. The natives may fail to realize
or experience such complexities as ‘unnecessary’.
A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED MASTER TRAINERS’ DEGREE COURSE
We intend to select 100 graduates or postgraduates who can speak and
write English fairly well. We will conduct our normal English course for them at a
concessionary rate of Rs.3,400/- (Rupees Three Thousand four hundred) and Rs.
900/- (Rupees Nine hundred) for 4 volumes of the English Text Book “Easy Way To
Learn English” and “The importance of Personality Development” which includes
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lessons on “Mind And Its Functions”, for a total duration of 75 hours @ three
hours per day for 25 working days except Sundays. There will be Two hours’
supporting activities also apart from the teaching.
At the end of this course, we will select the most brilliant 30 (THIRTY)
candidates who succeed in demonstrating high energy, enthusiasm, dynamism,
smartness, excellent leadership qualities and abilities, initiative, drive, managerial
skills, sense of responsibilities and teaching aptitude. These 30 candidates will be
exempted from paying the Master Trainers’ Course Fee of Rs. 10,00,000 (Ten
Lakhs) in advance for the entire duration of one year. On successful completion
of their course, they will be offered a monthly Salary of Rs. 1,00,000/- (Rs. one
Lakh or One hundred thousand) and they have to pay back the Course Fee @ Rs.
50,000/- (Rupees Fifty Thousand) for twenty months.
Of the remaining 70 candidates, suitable selection will be made for the willing
candidates to be trained as “Best English Teachers” to teach students, on
payment of a total fee @Rs. 2,50,000 (Rupees Two Lakh fifty thousand or two
hundred fifty thousand) for further three months. Because they attend the first
one month’s course with us, they will have started loving English and gaining
high degree of self confidence by that time. Totally fresh candidates may fail to
demonstrate those qualities. Moreover, attending our one month’s course makes
them confident to complete the training successfully in further three months.
Otherwise, it will be bewildering their mind with doubts and lack of confidence.
They will not be offered any fixed salary per month, but their income will depend
on the number of students they will teach or the number of hours they will work
per day. The income expected to be earned by them can be in the range of
Rs.30,000/- (Rupees Thirty thousand) upward. Some candidates may earn even
above Rs.50,000/- (Rupees Fifty thousand) per month.
More elaborate and detailed terms and conditions are available in our website
www.jacobnettikkadan.com/.org or www.xavierinstitute.com/.org under the
sub–heading “Training for Best English Teachers”. The intention of offering the
first batch of Master Trainers without payment of Course Fee in advance is to
attract the best brain available in the country. The first batch will have to be
trained by the inventor Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan himself and his team. This will also
increase the credibility of the first batch, the whole course and the University in
which the course is conducted. The syllabus, course materials and the course
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design, the standard of teaching , tests, evaluation etc. will be decided by J.N.
Best English Teachers, Kochi, (a registered Society) the promoters of the course.
More emphasis will be stressed on the mode of examinations. There will be
written and oral tests, but the highest stress will be on PERFORMANCE TEST,
because those who pass out have to perform perfectly well, efficiently and
independently. They have to carry and maintain the reputation of the course, the
institution which promotes the course and the university which ultimately issues
the degree and the country in which it has originated. We are confident that the
product of this course, when exported would bring laurels to the country and
the distinction and “Best Rank in the World” certification from their
independent and most admirable performance abroad.
This will practically be possible, because the entire course and its related activities
are totally based on the Technology invented by Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan and on
the study materials authored by him alone, all of which are having Universal Copy
Right registration in one name; the training also has been designed according to
his own, original and positive philosophy. So, there will be no chance for a
competition from other countries in the near future.
We are ready to conduct the referred Master Trainers’ Training course as a
degree course, if you agree to it and offer as well as provide the required
accommodation and other facilities for our conducting the course in your
University by using our own invented technology which has Universal Copy Right
Registration and which is expected to take away the old concepts and procedures
that have not produced good and satisfactory results so far. We are ready to
share the income with you on terms and conditions to be agreed by both of us
under a Memorandum Of Understanding (M.O.U)
To acquaint you with some of the details of our past research and present
activities, we are sending herewith the following materials/ documents to you:
1

A leaflet in English about the English language teaching system, which
contains a very easy, interesting and amazingly extensive Methodology
of teaching English which guarantees high output from learners.

2

A leaflet describing a programme to AROUSE THE HIDDEN GENIUS IN
OUR STUDENTS through a TREASURE HUNT in English to select “The
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best English Speaking School” and the “Best DISCOVERER of the wealth
in English”.
3

A write up on the newly invented item “Language Teaching
Technology” which should determine the future course of research in all
Universities and Research Institutions everywhere to ensure that every
learner of foreign languages will be able to speak and write that
language, unlike what has been the condition prevailing so far. Mr.
Jacob Nettikkadan has created a Magic Chart in English to make
children learn to speak children’s standard of English within an
astonishingly short time. If future educational researchers attempt to
ensure to make similar MAGIC CHARTS in every language, new learners
of such languages will surely be able to speak children’s level of such
languages within very short time. But for that every researcher has to
vow to do research that will be useful for the community, the
educational field and the nation apart from getting the PhD degree.
They have also to do in other languages what Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan has
done in English language i.e. creating the extra 5700 plus items in
English over and above what the British brought to India centuries back.
If that is done by researchers in every language, and study materials
are prepared just as JN has done in English, surely every learner of new
languages will be able to speak fluently and confidently each language
they learn. For this purpose Mr. Jacob Nettikkadan proposes to begin a
Research Wing as well, side by side, with the Master Trainer’s Training
course in the University.

4

A write up on “Learn Uni Lingua Instantly” which reveals mysteries
about the inherent constitution of different languages, hitherto
unknown to the world. The intention of Mr. Jacob Nettikkkadan and the
JN Best English Teachers is to equip all trainers with the concept of this
new language, so that they will have the knowhow to lead the future
world in the development of this new language and making a befitting
dictionary as well as Self Learning books in all languages of the world so
that people all over the world will learn this “electronic language” and
practise it for its growth and humanity’s easiness in communicating
with their counterparts in any part of the world, without the need for
interpreters and to make humanity a single community; to make them
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emotionally and spiritually one, disregarding all other differences and
live in peace and harmony.
If you are interested to join hands with our referred attempt to resurrect the lost
glory and glamour of the Indian higher educational field and make a bench mark
in the world once again to rebuild the “Nalanda” and “Thakshasila” universities,
attracting students from all over the world, kindly respond to us mentioning what
facilities will be offered to us and your expectations from us as the share of the
net income from the referred joint venture.
With warm personal regards,
Cordially yours,
For JN Best English Teachers,

JACOB NETTIKKADAN,
Director.
Ph. 09846008621
E mail: mail@jacobnettikkadan.com / .org
Website : www.jacobnettikkadan.com / .org
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